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Here you can find the menu of Taqueria El Charro in Houston. At the moment, there are 17 meals and drinks on
the card. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Taqueria El Charro:

Food and service is amazing! I have the ommette jalisco with fajita beef it was the perfect amount of food. Even
ordered a few Tortas to go later. Very recommended read more. As a guest, you can use the WiFi of the

establishment free of charge. What S Q doesn't like about Taqueria El Charro:
I went there a few weeks back. I order beef stew (caldo de res) the meat was spoiled. I tasted it as soon as I took
a bite out if it. It also had a weird spolied smell. I returned the plate. I told the waitress the meat was spoiled. She
asked me if I wanted to order something else. I told her no Thank you. My taste buds where messed up after that
and I could not trust to eat anything else from there. I will not be re... read more. Look forward to the diverse, fine
Mexican cuisine, traditionally prepared with corn, beans and chilies (hot peppers), Furthermore, the customers of

the restaurant enjoy the large variety of the differing coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has
available. It's worth it to try the savory Spanish dishes from the kitchen of the restaurant, here they serve a

diverse brunch for breakfast.
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Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Sid� dishe�
CHIPS AND SALSA

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

So� drink�
LEMONADE

M�ica�
TACOS

Tapa� Fría� – Kalt� Tapa�
JAMÓN IBÉRICO

Breakfas� Plate�
CHILAQUILES

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Condiment� an� Sauce�
SALSA SAUCE

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITOS

BURRITO

Ingredient� Use�
AVOCADO

BEEF

MEAT

EGG

CHICKEN
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